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Burn cutting hair

Mindlessly thumbing through Instagram turned up a rather alarming result Tuesday morning. Hairstyer James Pecis posted a photo of a barber casually lighting the back of his client's head on fire. In the words of James hashtags, #realhaircut, #nobullshit. A frantic email followed, the subject line: Need information about pulling the fire. (Originally the Fire
talked to me. but was unsure of his familiarity with Twin Peaks, which had previously been used.) He replied, This is an old way to end a cut. There was a time when people believed you needed to seal the finish after the cut so that you wouldn't get a cold. It's a way to close the head. This practice is still used on men's cuts and sometimes to seal ends or
close fly-aways around the hairdressers. It's a fun way to cut your hair... but it can really go wrong. Of all the old school beauty tricks that require a subtleity for danger (bloodshed to get rid of toxins; lead makeup; $8 pedicures), this is probably not the worst for testing... but no. Seriously. ITG cannot be held responsible for third-degree burns, property damage
or bad DIY haircuts. Enter here to win! You know your drill-in emails for a chance to win free skin care and makeup. Like what you see? Subscribe to our newsletter This is This Is Now A Thing, where we examine the science behind new health phenomena. Article: Candle cut, or Brazilian term, velaterapia, is a $150 to $200 hair treatment that involves
running a candle flame along the twisted strands of hair to singe off stray and unhealthy ends. Popular for decades in South America, velaterapia may have originated from ancient civilizations among pioneering beauties such as Cleopatra, who is said to have had her locks regularly to get the thick, glossy waterfall look to which she is known. Stylists twist
modern tresses into dozens of strands, dreadlock-style, and then run a lit candle along each one, keeping the flames just long enough for the stray ends to briefly ignite and ignite. Ricardo Gomes, a stylist at the Maria Bonita New York salon, performs the service. He said he first heard about the technique when his Brazilian friends swore by its results. Five
years ago he returned to his native Brazil and spent a day watching a stylist do it. It took me a little while to learn it, he said. I tried it on a few friends and got its hang. His clients now include models who regularly damage their hair with hair styling chemicals and constant drying and heating, but who don't want to take any length out of their locks– as well as
women who get regular bleaching, relaxation or straightening treatment, which strips the hair of its natural shadow and leaves the end is damaged and straw-like. Gomes said he perfected one after treatment, which included a deep conditioning regime that he wouldn't disclose, but he said taking advantage of hair epidermis. When you run the flame through
the hair, it's such a shock treatment that you need something really strong and powerful to close the epidermis back, and start the process of growing to become a lot stronger than what it was, he said. After conditioning, he goes through the hair again with a pair of scissors, snipping off the singed finish and any rogue flyaways for smooth, complete look that
his client desires. The hype: Advocates claim the heat from the candle opens the hair shaft to make it more accessible to air conditioners afterwards, and burns the seal heads out of annoying split ones. Just as cauterizing a wound stops bleeding, they claim that lighting up the hair makes it smoother looking. Models Alessandra Ambrosia and Barbara Fialho
recently posted pictures of their precious locks fuming. Study: But does it really work? Unsurprisingly, there isn't much research into the practice, but dermatologists who specialize in hair care are not convinced it's the best way to smooth out your tresses. Dr Melissa Piliang from the Cleveland Clinic said: The best way to treat split ends is to cut your hair
regularly. Even small pieces, called dust, every six to eight weeks can make hair grow longer, healthier and fuller. It's a much better option than placing fire near your hair, which is flammable, and seems dangerous. And leaving hair exposed to more heat, she says, is not a good idea. Hot bending irons, straight irons and high temperature blow drying are not
recommended, so heat from an open fire, however, briefly, cannot be beneficial either, they say. Instead, she recommends gentle hair care to keep hair healthy, like using deep conditioner several times a week and avoiding hair stripping treatments and leaving it damaged, such as bleaching and straightening. Piliang also noted that healthy, shiny hair starts
from under the skin, so factors such as a healthy diet and getting enough sleep can also help. Vitamins such as zinc, vitamin D, and iron are important to make hair grow, and omega 3 fatty acids, found in fish like salmon, contribute to health, shiny locks. But it took a few months of taking the supplements or eating well and sleeping enough to see the results,
she said. Bottom line: Searing off damaged ends seems like a quick and satisfying way to conquer flyaway hair. But besides doing it all for questionable sake, you'll have to sit through what many of Gomes' clients say they fear is the worst part: several three-hour sessions smell your hair lit on fire. To keep you secure, we've sent confirmation emails to the
address you entered. Click the link to confirm your subscription and start receiving our newsletter. If you do not receive confirmation within 10 minutes, please check the your spam. Contact us letters@time.com. Velaterapia, or 'cut candles,' is common Victoria's Secret models include Barbara Fialho, Alessandra Ambrosio and Isabeli FontanaThe treatment
involves twisting hair into sections and running an open flame through its lengthIt aims to get rid of locks of split ends without taking anything out of lengthThe method costs between $150-200 By Annabel Fenwick : 20:57 GMT, 23 June 2014 | Update: 16:09 GMT, June 24, 2014 Last week, Brazilian supermodel Barbara Fialho revealed the highly unusual
secret to her glossy locks: she burns her hair to keep it healthy. Velaterapia, we learned, is a process by which an open flame - usually a candle - is used to sing off and 'cauterize' the split ends, opening up the follicles to make the hair more easily conditioned; all without taking anything out of length. Femail jumped at the chance to test the procedure, hoping
that this tester would emerge from the flames with a tasty mane, rather than a frazzled mop. Scroll down to watch the video From frazzled to sleek: Much to my surprise, Velaterapia really worked wonders, converting my damaged locks (left) into hair that verges on healthy (right) I should admit up front that I didn't so much as trim my hair for over three years ,
it's my love affair with long tresses. So amid this stubborn rejection - I practically had to pull the prize snapping out of the hairstyer's hands when I received it in colour - and my bleaching finish, there was nothing healthy about my hair, long though it could be. I watched one of the only salons in New York City to offer Velaterapia - or 'cut candles' as it is also
known - a brazilian high-end beauty salon in Nolita called Maria Bonita; frequented by Victoria's Secret models Alessandra Ambrosio, Ana Beatriz Barros, Isabeli Fontana and Barbara Fialho. Girl (literally) on fire: My stylist twisted my hair into small portions, leaving my rich number of split heads to stick out, then ran a candle back and out under them,
singeing off the damaged parts Ricardo Gomes - my chirpy, chiseled Brazilian stylist - sat me down and started twisting my hair tightly into small parts as he launched into a mini-history of practice, while I keep an eye on his hands in a suspicious way. After I make him promise, at least three times, that he won't hack out any of my lengths – despite our mutual
agreement that my ending is brittle and my attachment to them is bordering on the crazy – he takes his candles, and proceeds to run it methodally back and back and again at the length of each twisted part. Well, this is frighteningly in cause, and yes, it smells exactly as you would expect: burning hair. After he has finished with In my full, I was left with small
white globs of candle wax clinging to a mass of poodle-like dreadlocks, before being whisked off to have my hair washed, and an intensive nursing applied. Cemetery of the DivisionAl End: You can clearly see remnants of my split ends and white candle wax flecks at this time, the most undignified stage of the open flame process, I say, have opened my hair
follicles to allow better absorption of air conditioning, and I'm propped under a thermal lamp for 10 minutes when it works its magic. As Ricardo washed and then blew my hair dry, he invited me to think of cutting candles as a regular trim, and suggested I get treatment every 8-12 weeks, in Ms. Fialho's way. I was surprised to learn that candle cutting has
been a popular and widespread hair care method in South America since the 1960s, and many women literally burn their split ends with candles at home. A terrible idea, he points out, assures me that stylists like himself are carefully trained in the arts, and very practical. Pesky finish: While the middle part of my hair was left in much better condition after
cutting candles (before, left, and after, right) the crunchy tips without treatment were still prominent No scissors! Left, my hair just before I had my candle-cutting appointment and right, two days later; just as long but with a freshly cut, layered look - achieved only with the help of a flame-thrower expert Ricardo says that while Brazilian glamour pusses were
stopped by this New York beauty salon to cut candles for years, he first noticed a sudden surge in demand for the practice about two months ago , when curious Americans started asking for it too. Indeed, at one point during my treatment, a playful blonde client strolled for a walk during his appointment and, upon seeing Ricardo dancing around my hair,
calmly burned it with an elegant long candle trunk, asking the receptionist with an alarm barely to hide : 'Sorry, but what on earth is he doing for his hair?' - before coming round with the idea and actually appearing pretty impressive. At the end of my two-hour treatment, which costs between $150 and $200 depending on the length of your hair, I run my finger
through my fresh blown dry tresses and am extremely impressive. It felt a good deal smoother and healthier than before, and neat layers appeared, as if my hair had been cut professionally, but not shortened. Devotees: Barbara Fialho (left) recently revealed she is a die-hard fan of candle-cutting, and fellow Brazilian supermodels Alessandra Ambrosio
(centre) and Isabeli Fontana (right) also use the techniqueA problem that remains, of course, is my brittle end, which, if Ricardo has run her flame under , would have been eaten off for a moment. Because the middle part of my hair is now a lot sleeker, the dry heads are even more noticeable – this has led me to admit that perhaps the end has finally arrived
let them cut. Brazilian supermodel swears by it, the beauty editor at Brazilian Vogue has labelled it 'unbelievably' effective, and for me, it blows a regular out of the water. Velaterapia appears to get rid of (almost) the entire length of your hair split head, leaving the rest of your tresses healthy and soft to touch. In short, having a candle brought to your hair is
not nearly as crazy as it sounds. Sound.
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